
 
MANIFESTO  
WHAT HOBBY DAO IS NOT 

1. HobbyDAO is not a company. It does not have a board. There is no CEO, there is no team of 
managers. There is no room for bureaucrats. 

 

2. HobbyDAO does not have investors. There are no VCs, no angels, no SPACs, and no SPVs that are 
pulling the strings in the background. 

 

3. HobbyDAO does not cater to speculators. Pump it, dump it, hedge it, short it, long it, lend it, nobody 
cares. HobbyDAO is agnostic to price. 

 

4. HobbyDAO does not have an official voice. There’s no legal entity, there’s no foundation, no 
copyright, no patent, no central authority to stamp announcements with official seals from some great 
leader. 
 

WHAT HOBBY DAO IS NOW 

1. HobbyDAO is Ethereum Layer-1 & Layer-2 NFT-centric blockchain organization. We believe 
Ethereum is more than a cryptocurrency scheme riding the coattails of cypberpunk. We believe this 
infrastructure will become the future operating system of the world. With this in mind, we are 
applying our collective foresight to create technology for the use of public good and the betterment 
of a shared passion within the hobby community.  

 

2. HobbyDAO stands for public goods. Blockchain is a digital public good that will someday facilitate 
protecting and nurturing our material public goods. Ethereum is the gwei. 

 

3. HobbyDAO can take a punch to the face and remain optimistic that we can manifest this world to be 
better, much better.  

 

4. HobbyDAO is constantly evolving. What HobbyDAO is today may not be what it is tomorrow. (If it 
is, we are failing.) What you do after reading this may change the Hobby forever. What’s next is truly 

up to you.          



HOBBY MARKET PROBLEM OVERVIEW 

We define public technology (or the blockchain “commons”) as a Web3 foundation where the total benefit 
generated by the technology to the community is greater than the individualized benefit of any particular 
entity.  

This belief creates a problem which dates back before there was even a Web1. 

This conversely means that the cost of any one entity to invest in developing infrastructure is disproportionate 
to the benefit accrued by it which presents the HOBBY DAO with an incentivization problem – which leads 
to the “NFT-centric blockchain organization” not being developed at all.  

Simply put, underfunded initiatives fail. 

Unfortunately, this is a rational economic behavior: building “NFT-centric blockchain organization” means 
incurring large personal cost, but the benefits are split between the entire ecosystem. What is the incentive to 
bear the cost (and, for projects, possibly give up market position) while that is the case? 

These types of problems, which are agnostic and don’t just impact the Hobby. Addressing this requires 
realigning incentives to solve. By using a DAO structure to pool funds and vote on fund allocation, 
stakeholders more effectively coordinating shared costs, resulting in greater overall ecosystem benefit.  

The hypothesis is that within the hobby community there is enough passion to provide the necessary 
“activation energy” to trigger widespread coordination between groups which otherwise may have competing 
interests and are accustomed to participating in a rivalrous way. 

The HOBBY DAO is an experiment that tests this hypothesis.  

 

HOBBY DAO COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES 

The immediate goal of the HOBBY DAO will be to fund the development of public “NFT-centric blockchain 
organization” (for lack of a better name currently). This development will be geared entirely toward the 
collectible/hobby community. This effort will be in combination with incentivizing coordination between 
various hobby projects (e.g., Hobby Cartel) and other major ecosystem stakeholders. 

The summoner utilized Polygon (MATIC) as our initial chain with the belief that this Layer-2 Ethereum chain 
lowers the barrier of entry for all members with whom wish to transact in the ecosystem. 

The secondary objective of HOBBY DAO will be to research collective incentivization and iterate towards a 
generalized version of HOBBY DAO that is applicable to even a wider range of suboptimization problems 
regardless of scale or scope. Exist  

 

GAME THEORY 101 

A philosophical approach. 

The idea behind the HOBBY DAO’s mechanism design comes largely from historical discussions of the core 
problem. While reviewing these discussions is outside the scope of this manifesto, I recommend looking into 
and grasping the following fundamental readings: 

• Tragedy of the Commons (link) 

• The Prisoner’s Dilemma (link) 

• Logic of Collective Action (link) 

• Governing the Commons (link) 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/tragedy-of-the-commons.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/prisoners-dilemma.asp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Logic_of_Collective_Action
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1848&context=nrj


INCENTIVIZATION ALIGNMENT 

Finding a solution to this problem requires restructuring incentives so that costs and benefits are equally split 
amongst all participants. The HOBBY DAO does this by pooling user funds and locking them up in a smart 
contract called the Collectors Bank. Contributors to the Collectors Bank are given voting rights over how those 
funds should be spent, proportional to their contribution and relative to the total pool. 

 

 

 

The core mechanism is simple, and we do not expect to drive new behavior. However, 2-3 additional 
mechanisms exist which make the DAO much more interesting… 

Members of the HOBBY DAO can liquidate their votes to retrieve a proportional share of the funds from the 
Collectors Bank. This gives a strong financial incentive to members to try to maximize the value of their votes 
either by INCREASING their proportional ownership of the pool – OR – by INCREASING the value of the 
pool overall.  

Voting Item # TBD 

**NOTE – liquidating votes means sacrificing decision-making capabilities over the future of the pool. 

 

SELF INTEREST vs DAO INTEREST 

As an example, let’s say for instance, members need to build shard “NFT-centric blockchain organization” 
which would result in collective benefit (represented by an INCREASE in the value of the resource), then the 
value calculus for whether to build the “NFT-centric blockchain organization” is now based on the probability 
that the group’s total cost would be lower than the group’s total benefit.  

Simply put, for a rational investor, it makes sense to invest in a project when the project is likely to increase 
the value of the pool by more than the cost that is split amongst all members. 

(I will stop here to provide additional anecdote of understanding for this concept. If you are the rare breed 
that understood on first pass, skip to “Restricting Access” below) 

Take the S&P500. The easiest way of representing this type of cost is to inflate the supply of the index token so 
that all members are diluted proportionally. As an analogy, imagine if 50% of the companies represented in 
the 500 need some open-source technology to upgrade infrastructure. This upgrade would cost a single 
company 5% of their stock price to build and would only improve each ecosystem company stock value by 
1%. That means, building the “NFT-centric blockchain organization” would not be economically rational for 
any company alone, because the cost would far outweigh any benefit.  

However, if the invests in the S&P500 inflated the supply of the index by just 0.001% (which is 5% divided by 
500), diluting themselves down by that amount, they could pay an independent organization to build the open-
source technology and have each company integrate it. This would yield a stock price benefit of 1% across 
50% of the companies in the index (0.5% benefit to the S&P500 overall) meaning, investors would have gained 
0.49% value of the index. 

In this use case, we are not actually inflating value of the underlying asset (blockchain technology, in our first 
iteration), just of the index (voting shares in the HOBBY DAO) which represent the asset. This is important 



because genesis token holders/early member investors, i.e., the primary beneficiaries of the index, are the ones 
who pay the cost of coordination.  

This holds true in the HOBBY DAO as well.   

 

RESTRICTING ACCESS 

We assume the members of the DAO will be at least somewhat aligned on overarching purpose – whether it 
be to fund collector verification on the blockchain or early-stage NFT projects.  

Second, we assume that members will be willing to sacrifice short-term benefit in order to purpose the 
purpose of the HOBBY DAO. As with any crypto-centric project, we assume that rational long-term ETH 
holders and projects building on the platform will see the value in contributing to its ongoing development, 
lest they see the value of their holdings drop and their platform be technologically surpassed by some 
unknown market variable.   

In a truly permissionless paradigm, these would not be acceptable assumptions to make. We instead choose to 
restrict access to joining the HOBBY DAO to start by having existing members purchase membership tokens 
to offset the cost of producing the framework as a foundation to take the critical step of DAO formation and 
fund the initial Collectors Bank at least 25 % to 50% via Gnosis Safe. Additionally, we will vote collectively on 
formation direction and next steps by having existing members vote on said items and new entrants through 
proposal voting.  

Why? 

This solves both the above problems. For the first, existing members are naturally incentivized to only admit 
new entrants who are aligned with the HOBBY DAO interests in order to share costs with them. For the 
second assumption, we expect that when considering a new member, existing members will consider previous 
interactions with that applicant – which, in theory, will drive applicants towards longer-term benefit strategies.  

 

EXITING THE DAO (RAGEQUIT) 

Recognizing that in any voting-centric system, there are a large number of edge cases created by possible 
collusion and unavailability of stakeholders. To handle these, I have built a catch-all mechanism via Smart-
Contract + Safe that allows participants to exit with their funds if they did not agree with the result of a vote. 
This is done by allowing members to “ragequit” the HOBBY DAO within a “grace schedule” after voting on a 
proposal complete, but before those members’ ownership is affected by that proposal.  

As an example, let’s say for instance, 99% of HOBBY DAO members collude and submit a proposal to issue 
99% more shares to themselves and dilute the remaining 1% to effectively zero (ref movie: the social network). 
In this case, the 1% would RAGEQUIT the HOBBY DAO during the GRACE SCHEDULE, negating the 
majority voting bloc’s heist.  

**Note: the remaining members after the grace period ends bear the cost of the project proposal. In the case 
of a contentious vote where a large minority exits (51% heist), this means that the cost is greatly increased for 
those members who stay. To enforce this, we restrict RAGEQUITTING to only members who voted “NO” in 
a given proposal if the proposal passes. This forces “YES” votes to bear the cost of a malicious proposal. 

Why does this matter? 

We expect this to crate an interesting additional meta-incentive for mutual cooperation, since HOBBY DAO 
members would be strongly disincentivized to submit proposals that might cause a large proportion of other 
members to RAGEQUIT. 

(updated to version1.0 – 2/28/2022) 



There is a vector where members can repeatedly RAGEQUIT to either avoid dilution or personal grief. This 
would be an effective method to avoid paying the cost of a single proposal. However, if the member wanted 
to avoid paying, they would have to RAGEQUIT the entirety of their shares, completely removing them from 
the HOBBY DAO. They would then have to reapply as a member, and we expect the existing members would 
be hesitant to readmit the defecting applicant. From existing game theory research referenced above, we are 
confident that this will be a strong incentive for members to not abuse the RAGEQUIT mechanism.  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

RIVALROUS PARTICIPATION & FORKED EVOLUTION 

The RAGEQUIT mechanism can push HOBBY DAO to fragment into sub-entities when contentious 
disagreements are reached. We can upgrade HOBBY DAO smart contract by having all members RAGEQUIT 
and start over. 

This is a feature, not a flaw. 

I believe we want the HOBBY DAO to be forked, upgraded and iterated on rapidly – both with new on-chain 
and off-chain mechanisms for the expansion and betterment of the collectible hobby community. A major 
drive for this will be DAO size – members are incentivized towards increasing the pool value since it would 
mean a lower per-person cost per proposal, but also incentivize to keep the DAO growth “managed” to retain 
voting power and keep the DAO philosophy aligned on our objectives.  

Once the DAO balance is exceeded, there are strong incentives for new applicants to fork the core DAO and 
build their own DAO. Since the code is open source, and since they could easily add rewards for early 
participants in their own DAO, I hope that this will eventually create a hypercompetitive market for HOBBY 
DAOs (plural).  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

THE FREE RIDER THEORY 

Any solution to the Tragedy of the Commons would be remiss without a discussion of the FREE RIDER 
problem. Simply put, how do we ensure that other members/entities do not also share in the benefit of an 
ecosystem when the cost is paid only by a single or small group of projects? 

Solving this problem is not possible when the COLLECTOR BANK is collateralized only with the 
ETH/MATIC as all crypto contributors would always share in some of the benefit of rising value and the 
increased price/utility of ETH. However, if there are enough stakeholders who care enough about coordinating 
around blockchain technology that we will be able to validate the technology and core game theory of the 
DAO. 

When the COLLECTOR BANK contains assets besides just ETH (collectibles, trading cards, etc), this will 
become a much more complex calculus. We don’t know for sure yet what effect this will have on the DAO, 
but we’re highly interested in collecting data and contributing to our more general theoretical understanding 
when it is live.  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

FOUNDING THE DAO 

First, I set a goal of putting only the absolute minimum set of functionality on-chain. In a vest majority of edge 
cases, social coordination mechanisms (offline coordination between friends for example) can be used as 



roundabout solutions to problems. By minimizing on-chain coordination, we reduce the potential attack 
surface that we need to account for.  

Second, we should decide to follow iterative development methodology by choosing to only increase 
complexity upon validation of core game theory and technology assumptions. For instance, in the DAO 
MVO, only ETH/MATIC is allowed as a tribute. While doing this way does not let the HOBBY DAO validate 
the entirety of the game theory proposed above, the building of a DAO MVP allows HOBBY DAO to be 
immediately useful to the collectible ecosystem. 

Thirdly, we have seen complex tradeoffs to building in upgradability in smart contracts. This can create 
catastrophic failures of game theory. As such, approaching upgrading from the simplest standing: participants 
can coordinate off chain when an upgrade needs to happen by deploying a new DAO smart contract and exit 
HOBBY DAO if they chose to participate in the upgrade.  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

HOBBY DAO SHARES 

The HOBBY DAO uses “SHARES” to satisfy member participatory game theory. Shares are requested on a 
per-proposal basis and are expected to be issued proportional to the applicants’ tribute amount as compered 
to the total pooled funds held in the COLLECTORS BANK. Shares confer the right for members to vote on 
proposals for how the resources in the COLLECTORS BANK should be allocated. They can also be 
irreversibly redeemed via RAGEQUIT of the COLLECTORS BANK held funds at any time proportional to 
ownership.  

 

 

 

Simply put, if the COLLECTORS BANK holds 100 ETH with Shares distributed among 10 members and each 
member has 10 Shares, then the value of each share is 1 ETH and each member owns 10% of the CB.  

If a single member leaves and liquidates their 10 Shares, the COLLECTORS BANK total value drops to 90 
ETH. However, each member still holds 10 Shares and so still owns 10 ETH. Their relative ownership of the CB 
(tethered to their voting power) changes from 10% to 11.11% instead. 

SHARES ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE. 

This means our NFT is incompatible with the ERC-20 standard. We do this to ensure that votes cannot be 
bought or sold on the open market and that if members are bribed to submit a proposal or votes, it can easily 
be attributed to them.  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

JOINING THE HOBBY DAO 

Requires a purchase of a Hobby Token or requires submitting a membership proposal along with a tribute in 
ETH/MATIC. A membership proposal requests a certain # of shares in return for their tribute. Existing 
members of the DAO vote on the proposal, including whether to grad ethe requested Shares. If the 
membership proposal is accepted, the tribute tokens are deposited into the COLLECTORS BANK and new 



shares are minted and issued to the applicant. If the membership proposal is rejected, the tribute tokens are 
returned (minus transfer costs).  

In order to reduce spam, I propose membership proposals may only be submitted by existing DAO members. 
This means that applicants must convince an existing member to champion their proposal when they apply. 
Additionally, membership proposals require a 0.1 ETH deposit, .09 ETH of which will be returned after the 
proposal is processed, regardless of outcome. The remaining 0.01 ETH is reserved to incentivize processing the 
proposal once it is ready.  

**Note: the HOBBY DAO will have an Abort Period that lasts for 1 day into the Voting Period. This stops 
potential grief vectors where applicants maliciously create proposals that they intend to abord in order to 
waste DAO members time. Members can vote in confidence on proposals that have been in the Voting Period 
for at least 1 day knowing they can no longer be aborted. 

***Note: A member submitting a proposal with an applicant’s tribute cannot request fewer Shares than what 
the applicant was expecting based on their contribution amount. This avoids a proposal passing whereby the 
DAO purchased the applicants’ tribute at a steep discount.  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

HOBBY DAO VOTING 

Proposals are voted on in the order they are submitted and can be parallelized subject to certain limitations. 
For the HOBBY DAO MVP, the voting period for each proposal is 7 days. Up to 3 proposals may be 
submitted per day, so there are a maximum of 21 proposals being voted on at any given time (each staggered 
by 8 hours).  

Votes are won by simple majority with no quorum requirement. Unlink other voting systems where members 
are immediately locked into the outcome of a vote, HOBBY DAO provides a grace period during which 
members who voted NO can exit, it’s believed this was still safe not to require quorum. 

Members are only able to vote once on proposals. Votes are counted and finalized at the end of the voting 
period but BEFORE the start of the grace period of the subsequent issuance of NEW Shares. This means that 
an application of new Shares issued will not be added to Yes or No votes on active proposals.  

Furthermore, members who RAGEQUIT on one proposal will not be removing their votes from the vote on a 
different active proposal. Because RAGEQUIT members who voted No do not have their votes deducted and 
members who voted Yes can’t RAGEQUIT, the vote tally for a proposal is final as soon as its Voting Period is 
complete.  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

VOTING GRACE PERIOD 

The grace period lasts for 7 days and allows members to exit the DAO should they strongly disagree with the 
outcome of a vote. Members can only freely exit if they vote No on a proposal. Members who vote Yes on a 
proposal that passes will be forced to bear the cost of dilution from that proposal.  

Because proposals are parallelized, there are some edge cases I’ve researched around RAGEQUITTING and 
GRACE PERIODs. RAGEQUITTING means other proposals will not affect the member. This would result in 
a bad outcome for the member if they were simultaneously issued Shares in another proposal being processed 
at the same time (thus disincentivizing them from RAGEQUITTING).  

This could also affect a new applicant, after joining and being issued shares, immediately suffers dilution 
because of a malicious proposal queued directly after theirs.  



These types of cases are handled by the staggered queue. In the absolute worst case, a member will always 
have a maximum of 8 hours where all previous proposals have completed being processed and they can still 
RAGEQUIT. 

Voting Item # TBD 

 

DILUTION BOUND SAFETY 

A safety mechanism will be built to have a “dilution bound function” which will stop a large set of colluding 
actors from forcing a minority of DAO members to experience massive dilution in a single hit by all 
RAGEQUITTING at the same time. We specify Dilution Bound field in the smart contract through an input 
function (Default = 3) which bounds the maximum dilution that a member can suffer. 

Example… 

If 80% of the voting power of the DAO all RAGEQUIT at the same time, the remaining members would 
suffer a 5X dilution. When the proposal is processed, the Dilution Bound would be triggered and the proposal 
will fail, i.e., no new Shares would be issued. Since the RAGEQUITTERS would have taken their proportional 
holdings of ETH/MATIC, the total COLLECTORS BANK balance would be reduced but the remaining 
members would have exactly the same ETH/MATIC as before the proposal was processed. If the remaining 
members, then wanted to, they could re-submit the proposal.  

Voting Item # TBD 

 

ACTIVATING THE HOBBY DAO 

Since the process of adding new members to the DAO and minting new Voting Shares requires a vote of all 
DAO members, adding the initial set of membership to the DAO will require a different process which I have 
outlined in detail through the HOBBY TOKEN NFT project.  

For the MVP, the HOBBY DAO smart contract deployed utilized a one “summoner” member address in the 
constructor (0xb441Bc7D1a5c9a6fd3fDa9666Dcad787B2E22823). This member (Matt Hoffman), utilizing their one 
vote, will manually add a set of initial founders/members to the DAO by issuing Shares for a fixed entry 
tribute equal to the token value (www.thehobbytoken.com). 

Voting Item # TBD 

 

http://www.thehobbytoken.com/

